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Something got into me a couple of weeks ago and I decided for no
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particular reason to try to make some handcut dovetail joints.

► 2012 (2)

The results were not good at all, partly because I don't have a
proper dovetail saw, but mostly because my saw kerfs were not
even in the same county as my cut lines.
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So rather than upgrading my saw and simply repeating the failure
with a different tool, I decided to try a method I had read about in
separate articles by Lonnie Bird and David Marks. These guys
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both cut their pins first on the bandsaw, using a system of spacers
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along with the bandsaw's fence to guide the cuts and to establish
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the layout of the joint. After chiseling out the waste between the
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pins by hand, they then mark the tails and cut them freehand on
the bandsaw. Finally, they chisel the waste from between the tails
to complete the joint.
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Beyond Relative

Besides the spacers, Bird and Marks both describe a sloping
auxiliary table that you need if your bandsaw doesn't tilt to the
left.
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This technique appeals to me for a number of reasons:
1. You can cut dovetails even if you can't saw to a line. Yay!
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2. You don't need any fancy and expensive equipment.
3. You can size and locate your pins any way you want.
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4. It eliminates most of the tedious measuring and layout
required for handcut joints.

A New Road to Flatness

The one thing I don't like is the spacer idea. Making the spacers
seems simple enough, but figuring out how wide they should be
looks to be fairly confusing. In The Bandsaw Book, Lonnie Bird
tells how to make the spacers for evenly spaced pins, but doesn't
explain what to do if you want variable pin spacing. Most of the
other descriptions I've seen either ignore the problem, or else cop
out completely with nonsense like, "some experimentation will be
needed to determine the width of the spacers." Great.
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Rather than messing with the spacers, to me it seems simpler to

Precision on the Cheap

just mark the desired pin positions, then saw them using the fence
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to help keep the cuts straight and square to the end of the board. If
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you're making multiple joints, you still only have to mark one part,
set the fence, and then use that one setting for all the
corresponding cuts on the other boards.
The Jig
My bandsaw doesn't tilt very far to the left, so I needed to build
the sloping auxiliary table. As I was thinking about how to make it,
I realized that it would be easier to use if the fence was part of the
auxiliary table than it would be to adjust the bandsaw's fence and
move the auxiliary table for every cut. With that in mind, here's
what my jig looks like:
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The small cleat on the right side squares the jig with respect to the
bandsaw table, while the C clamp just keeps it from moving
around. The slope of the platform determines the slope of the pins
and tails. The fence assembly slides in a dovetailed (!) slot in the
platform, and is held in place with a second clamp once set.
The following images link to PDF files containing detailed
drawings of the jig as I made it. It's sized to fit my generic 14"
bandsaw. There's nothing especially critical about any of the
dimensions, however, so the plans should be easy to modify for
use with other bandsaws. I used 5/8" particle board and 1/4"
tempered hardboard for my jig. There's nothing critical about
that, either.
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How to Use It
Cutting dovetails using this jig is much like cutting them by hand
using the pinsfirst method, except 1) you use the bandsaw instead
of a hand saw to cut the pins and tails, 2) the layout of the joint is
much simpler, and 3) if you're doing multiple joints, you only have
to do the layout once. Given that similarity, there's no point in
rehashing all the gory details of hand cutting dovetails when
they've already been expertly discussed many times before.
Instead, I'll just give a quick (?) stepbystep run through, with
some pictures to show how the jig works.
In case you're new to the subject, there are a couple of entries
(Part 1 / Part 2) in Glen Huey's blog that explain the pinsfirst
method in great detail. There's also a very nice video in Keri

Hultman's blog that's definitely worth a look, if only to see how
she uses a big fat plane blade to position a block to guide her
chisel.
Stock Preparation and Layout
After you've milled your stock
to be flat and square in every
direction, use a marking
gauge to mark baselines on
both the pin board and the
tail board, just as if you were
going to cut the joint by hand.
Then lay out the locations of
the pins. I like to do this with
a knife just for the sake of
precision. I also like to make
rough pencil marks on the end
of the board to indicate the
ends of the pins. These don't
have to be accurate; they're
there simply to reduce confusion when actually cutting the pins.
The layout shown has a half pin on each side of the board, with two
full pins spaced relatively close to the half pins. This will result in
two small tails next to the half pins, and a single, wider tail in the
middle.
Cutting the Pins
To cut the pins, set up the jig
as shown, with the small cleat
on the right side and the
platform sloping up and to
the left. Register the cleat
against the edge of the
bandsaw table so the jig is
square, then secure the jig with a small C clamp.
Now hold the workpiece against the fence on the jig, and move the
fence so that the bandsaw blade is lined up on the waste side of the
mark that defines the half pin farthest from the fence. (This will be
the right side of the leftmost half pin as viewed from the normal

operator's position.) Apply a
small clamp to keep the fence
from moving. Verify the setup
by comparing the blade
position with the rough pencil
marks on the end of the
board. If everything looks
good, use the jig's fence as a
guide to make the cut from the end of the board to as close to the
baseline as you dare. If you are making multiple joints, leave the
fence set and make all the corresponding cuts on the other pin
boards.
Now move the fence so the blade is lined up with the righthand
side of the next pin. As before, clamp the fence in position and
check the blade position against the pencil lines on the end of the
board. When everything is ready, make the cut. Repeat this
process until you have a cut on the righthand side of all the pins
on all of your pin boards.
To finish cutting the pins,
turn the jig around 180
degrees so the cleat is
registered against the left side
of the table, and secure it with
a clamp. Now the board will
be angled the other way and
you can make the cuts on the
left sides of all the pins.

With all the pins defined, you
can use the bandsaw to
remove much of the waste
between the pins. Do this by
making repeated freehand
cuts in the spaces between the
pins. Stop these cuts 1/16" or
so from the baseline, and
make sure that you do not cut into any of the pins. Finally, break
out the thin slivers left by the bandsaw, then chop the remainder
of the waste from between the pins using a chisel in the traditional
way.
Cutting the Tails
Mark the tails from the pins
just as you would if you were
cutting the joint by hand.
Again, I like to use a knife for
greater precision, followed by
a tap with a chisel if needed to
make the marks deeper and
easier to see.
With the jig removed from
the bandsaw, carefully saw
out the tails freehand. Make
sure to keep the blade on the
waste side of the cut line, and
don't cut past the baseline. As
you did with the pins, make
repeated freehand cuts
between the tails to remove most of the waste in preparation for
chopping.
Finally, chop the remaining waste from between the tails using a
chisel. Adjust the fit, assemble the joint, and throw it on the heap
with all of your previous attempts.

